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Abstract
There has been a resurgent trend in the industry to enforce a
variety of security policies in hardware. The current trend for
developing dedicated hardware security extensions is an imperfect, lengthy, and costly process. In contrast to this trend, a
flexible hardware monitor can efficiently enforce and enhance
a variety of security policies as security threats evolve. Existing hardware monitors typically suffer from one (or more)
of the following drawbacks: a restricted set of monitoring
actions, considerable performance and power overheads, or
an invasive design. In this paper, we propose a minimallyinvasive and efficient implementation of a Programmable
Hardware Monitor (PHMon) with expressive monitoring rules
and flexible fine-grained actions. PHMon can enforce a variety of security policies and can also assist with detecting
software bugs and security vulnerabilities.
Our prototype of PHMon on an FPGA includes the hardware monitor and its interface with a RISC-V Rocket processor as well as a complete Linux software stack. We demonstrate the versatility of PHMon and its ease of adoption
through four different use cases: a shadow stack, a hardwareaccelerated fuzzing engine, an information leak prevention
mechanism, and a hardware-accelerated debugger. Our prototype implementation of PHMon incurs 0.9% performance
overhead on average, while the hardware-accelerated fuzzing
engine improves fuzzing performance on average by 16×
over the state-of-the art software-based implementation. Our
ASIC implementation of PHMon only incurs a 5% power
overhead and a 13.5% area overhead.

1

Introduction

In recent years, there has been a growing demand to enforce
security policies in hardware with the goal of reducing the
performance overhead of their software-level counterparts.
As a response to this growing demand, leading processor
companies have introduced several security extensions. A
successful hardware-based enforcement of security policies,

such as the NX (non-executable) bit, provides an efficient permanent security solution. The processor companies have also
established secure and isolated execution environments such
as Intel Trusted Execution Technology (TXT) [64], Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [3], ARM TrustZone [62], and
AMD Secure Virtual Machine (SVM) [61]. Additionally, Intel
has introduced Memory Protection Extensions (MPX) [65]
and Control-Flow Enforcement Technology (CET) [67] to
enforce security policies.
Unfortunately, the current trend to develop dedicated hardware security extensions suffers from several drawbacks. Implementing new security extensions in a new generation of
processors is a lengthy and costly process (which can take
up to several years and millions of dollars). Additionally, the
implemented extensions apply fixed security policies. Since
these fixed security policies are built in silicon, any problems
in the design or implementation of these policies requires
a fix in the next generation of the processors. For example,
Intel introduced MPX as a hardware-assisted extension to
provide spatial memory safety by adding new instructions
and registers to assist with software-based bounds checking. Software-based techniques, such as Safe-C (1994) [6]
and SoftBound (2009) [53], existed several years before Intel MPX was announced in 2013 and introduced commercially in late 2015. Unexpectedly, Intel MPX incurs a considerable performance overhead (up to 4× slow down in the
worst case [55]) and its supporting infrastructure cannot compile/run 3-10% of legacy programs [55]. Due to various Intel
MPX problems, GCC, LLVM, and Linux discontinued their
support for MPX [42, 43]. Additionally, MPX does not protect the stack against Return-Oriented Programming (ROP)
attacks. Hence, in 2016, Intel announced a new security technology specification, called Control-Flow Enforcement Technology (CET), for full stack protection.
The above Intel MPX example shows the lengthy and imperfect process of implementing fixed hardware security extensions. As a result, these extensions cannot evolve with the
same pace as security threats. In contrast to the current trend
in the industry to develop rigid hardware security extensions,

a flexible hardware implementation can enforce and enhance
a variety of security policies as security threats evolve. Such
a flexible hardware implementation provides a realistic environment (a hardware prototype with full software stack) to
evaluate the security policies before a manufacturer enforces
a policy as a dedicated feature in hardware.
A flexible hardware to enforce security policies can be
designed in the form of a hardware-assisted runtime monitor.
To characterize a general runtime monitor, we present an
event-action model. In this model, we define the runtime
monitoring by a set of events, where each event is defined by a
finite set of monitoring rules, followed by a finite sequence of
actions. This definition does not restrict events/actions to highlevel (e.g., accessing a file) or low-level (e.g., execution of an
instruction) events/actions. Accordingly, runtime monitoring
consists of three main steps: 1) collecting runtime execution
information, 2) evaluating the finite set of monitoring rules on
the collected information to detect events, and 3) performing a
finite sequence of follow-up actions. Intuitively, a monitoring
system that allows the user to define generic rules, events, and
actions is more widely applicable than a system that restricts
the expressiveness of these aspects. Such a monitoring system
can be used in a wide range of applications, including, but
not limited to, enforcing security policies, debugging, and
runtime optimization.
A reference monitor [4,70] is a well-known concept, which
defines the requirements for enforcing security policies. A reference monitor observes the execution of a process and halts
or confines the process execution when the process is about
to violate a specified security policy. The reference monitor
observation can happen at different abstraction levels, e.g.,
OS kernel, hardware, or inline. We can describe a reference
monitor using our event-action monitoring model, where the
events are specified by security policies and the sequence of
actions is limited to halting/confining the process execution.
An event-action monitoring model has a broader scope and is
not restricted to specifying reference monitors for enforcing
security policies.
Software-only runtime monitoring techniques can enforce
the event–action monitoring model with virtually no restriction. However, these software techniques are not suited for
always on monitoring and prevention mechanisms due to their
considerable performance overhead (2.5× to 10× [47, 60]
caused by the dynamic translation process of Dynamic Binary Instrumentation (DBI) tools). Hardware-assisted monitoring techniques reduce this significant overhead [26, 28, 89].
Nonetheless, they commonly restrict the expressiveness of
the event–action monitoring model. Some of the hardwareassisted monitoring techniques are designed for a specific
monitoring use case, e.g., Bounds Checking (BC) [15, 27, 32,
51, 52], data-race detection [89], and Dynamic Information
Flow Tracking (DIFT) [18, 19, 78, 81]. Other techniques provide some flexibility [10, 11, 25, 26, 28] and can be applied to
a range of use cases including BC, DIFT, and Control Flow

Integrity (CFI). We refer to these flexible techniques as Flexible Hardware Monitors (FHMons). However, the existing
FHMons suffer from three common limitations:
1. Most existing FHMon techniques (e.g., [25, 26, 28]) extend each memory address and register with a tag. These
techniques provide a set of actions only for tag propagation and raising an exception (handled by software),
which restricts the expressiveness of their actions. Overall, this limits their deployment beyond tag-based memory corruption prevention. In principle, we can consider
the tag-based FHMons as hardware reference monitors
to enforce memory protection policies.
2. Some FHMon techniques [11, 12, 46] rely on a separate
general-purpose core to perform generic monitoring actions. These techniques incur large overheads (in terms
of performance, power, and area) despite leveraging filtering and hardware-acceleration strategies.
3. Some FHMons require invasive modifications to the
processor design (e.g., [16, 28, 76]). This limits the feasibility of FHMon adoption in commercial processors as
well as the composition of FHMon.
Overall, the existing hardware-assisted monitoring techniques
only implement a restricted subset of an ideal event–action
monitoring model. Hence, they suffer from limited applicability. To address the aforementioned limitations and expand
the set of monitoring rules and follow-up actions, we propose
a minimally-invasive and low-overhead implementation of a
Programmable Hardware Monitor (PHMon).
Our PHMon can enforce a variety of security policies and
it can also assist with detecting software bugs and security
vulnerabilities. We interface PHMon with a RISC-V [83]
Rocket [5] processor and we minimally modify the core to
expose an instruction execution trace to PHMon. This execution trace captures the whole architectural state of the core.
Each event is identified based on programmable monitoring
rules applied to the instruction execution trace. Once PHMon
detects an event, it performs follow-up actions in the form of
hardware operations including ALU operations and memory
accesses or an interrupt (handled by software). We modify the
Linux Operating System (OS) to support PHMon at process
level. Hence, unlike most existing FHMons and tag-based
memory corruption prevention techniques, PHMon offers the
option of enforcing different security policies for different
processes. Additionally, we provide a software API consisting of a set of C functions to program PHMon. A user can
simply use this API to specify the monitoring rules and program PHMon to monitor separate events, count the number of
event occurrences, and take a series of follow-up actions. We
demonstrate the versatility of PHMon and its ease of adoption through four representative use cases: a shadow stack, a
hardware-accelerated fuzzing engine, information leak prevention, and hardware-accelerated debugging.

To evaluate PHMon in a realistic scenario, we implement
a prototype of PHMon interfaced with a RISC-V Rocket
core [5] using Xilinx Zedboard FPGA [63]. Our FPGA-based
evaluation shows that PHMon improves the performance of
fuzzing by 16× over the state-of-the art software-based implementation while our programmed shadow stack (for call
stack integrity protection) has 0.9% performance overhead,
on average. When implemented as an ASIC, PHMon incurs
less than 5% power and 13.5% area overhead compared to an
unmodified RISC-V core.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• Design: We propose a minimally-invasive and efficient
programmable hardware monitor to enforce an event–
action monitoring model with programmable monitoring rules and flexible hardware-level follow-up actions.
Additionally, we provide the OS and software support
for our hardware monitor.
• Application: We demonstrate the flexibility and ease of
adoption of our hardware monitor to enforce different
security policies and to assist with detecting software
bugs and security vulnerabilities via four use cases.
• Implementation: We implement a practical prototype,
consisting of a Linux kernel and user-space running
on a RISC-V processor interfaced with our PHMon,
on an FPGA. Our evaluation indicates that PHMon incurs low performance, power, and area overheads. In the
spirit of open science and to facilitate reproducibility
of our experiments, we will open-source the hardware
implementation of our PHMon, our patches to the Linux
kernel, and our software API: https://github.com/buicsg/PHMon.

2

Related work

In this section, we discuss existing hardware features in processors and hardware-assisted monitors, which are applied
in security use cases, and compare them with PHMon. We
classify the hardware-assisted runtime monitors into two categories: “trace-based” and “tag-based”. Trace-based monitors
apply the monitoring rules and actions on the whole execution
trace, while the tag-based monitors restrict the monitoring
rules and/or actions to tag propagation. Table 1 compares
different features of our trace-based PHMon with other tagbased and trace-based monitors. We can consider the tagbased monitors as reference monitors that can enforce one or
more security policies for memory corruption prevention. In
general, trace-based monitors are applied to a wider range of
applications than merely memory protection. For example, as
listed in Table 1, data race detection is one of the use cases of
the Log-Based Architectures (LBA) [10, 11].

2.1

Custom Hardware for Monitoring

Dedicated hardware monitors have been used for a variety
of debugging and security applications including hardware-

assisted watchpoints for software debugging [35, 88] and
hardware-assisted Bounds Checking (BC) [27, 32, 51]. Similar to [35, 88], PHMon can be integrated with an interactive
debugger, such as GDB, and provide watchpoints by effectively filtering and monitoring different ranges of memory
addresses. PHMon can also evaluate conditional break points
and we illustrate this capability in Section 5.4.
Dynamic Information Flow Tracking (DIFT) is a technique for tracking information during the program’s execution by adding tags to data and tracking the tag propagation.
Software-only implementations of DIFT [50, 54, 59] have
large performance overheads. To reduce the performance
overhead, hardware implementations for DIFT have been proposed [13, 19, 78, 81]. These techniques provide different
levels of flexibility for DIFT, from 1-bit tags [59] and multibit tags [19] to more flexible designs [13, 81]. Instead of
comparing PHMon with custom hardware for BC and DIFT,
Section 2.2 provides a comparison with FHMons that are
capable of performing both BC and DIFT.

2.2

Flexible Hardware Monitors (FHMons)

FHMons provide flexible monitoring capabilities and can be
applied to a range of applications. MemTracker [82] implements tag-based hardware support to detect memory bugs.
Several existing works [25, 26, 28] extend DIFT tag-based
monitoring into more flexible frameworks capable of supporting different security use cases. PUMP [28] provides programmable software policies for tag-based monitoring with
invasive changes to the processor pipeline. FlexCore [25] is
a re-configurable architecture decoupled from the processor,
which provides a range of runtime monitoring techniques.
The programmable FPGA fabric of FlexCore restricts its integration with a high-performance core. Harmoni [26] is a
coprocessor designed to apply different runtime tag-based
monitoring techniques, where the tagging capability is not
as flexible as FlexCore or PUMP. HDFI [76] and REST [74]
provide memory safety through data-flow isolation by adding
a 1-bit tag to the L1 data cache.
Among the tag-based FHMons, HDFI [76] is the closest
work to PHMon in terms of providing a realistic evaluation
environment. Both HDFI and PHMon implement a hardware
prototype, rather than relying on simulations, and evaluate
a full Linux-based software stack on an FPGA. Contrary to
PHMon, HDFI applies invasive modifications to the processor
pipeline (adds a 1 bit tag to L1 data cache and modifies the
decode and execute stages of the pipeline). HDFI is restricted
to enforcing data-flow isolation policies to prevent memory
corruption. Although PHMon can be used for sensitive data
protection (e.g., preventing Heartbleed), compared to HDFI,
PHMon has limited capabilities to protect against memory
corruption. However, unlike HDFI, PHMon can be applied
in security use cases beyond memory corruption prevention,
such as accelerating the detection of security vulnerabilities

Table 1: Comparison of previous hardware monitoring techniques with PHMon
Mechanism

Monitoring
Mechanism

Source Code
Requirement

Hardware
Modification

Hardbound [27]

Tag-based

SafeProc [32]

Tag-based

Watchdog [51]

Tag-based

LIFT [59]

Evaluation
Methodology

Avg. Performance
Overhead

Power/Area
Overhead

BC

Yes

BC

Yes

Inv

Sim

5%-9%

# N/A

Inv

Sim

5%

BC

# N/A

Yes

Inv

Sim

15%-25%

SW (DBI)

# N/A

DIFT

No

SW

SW

∼200%-300%

# N/A
# N/A

Use Cases

TaintCheck [54]

SW (Tag-based)

DIFT

No

SW

SW

Avg: # N/A

Multi-Core DIFT [50]

SW (Threads)

DIFT

No

SW

Sim

48%

# N/A

DIFT [78]

Tag-based

DIFT

No

Min-inv

Sim & Emul

1.1%

# N/A

Raksha [19]

Tag-based

DIFT

No

Inv

FPGA

48%

# N/A

FlexiTaint [81]

Tag-based

DIFT

Yes

Min-inv

Sim

1%-3.7%

# N/A

MemTracker [82]

Tag-based

MC

Yes

Inv

Sim

2.7%

# N/A

DataSafe [13]

Tag-based

DIFT

No

Inv

Sim

Avg: # N/A

# N/A

DISE [16]

Binary Rewriting

FI, (De)compress

No

Inv

Sim

Avg: # N/A

# N/A

LBA [11]

Trace-based

MC, DIFT, LOCKSET

No

Min-inv

Sim

390%-700%

# N/A

Optimized LBA [12]

Trace-based

MC, DIFT, LOCKSET

No

Min-inv

Sim

2%-327%

# N/A

FADE [30]

Trace-based

Memory & Propagation Tracking

No

Min-inv

Sim

20%-80%

Raw numbers

Partial Monitoring [46]

Trace-based

MC, RC, DIFT, BC

No

Min-inv

Sim

50%

(4%-11%) / (7%)

PUMP [28]

Tag-based

NXD+NWC, DIFT, CFI, MC

Yes

Inv

Sim

∼8%

(47%) / (55%)

Harmoni [26]

Tag-based

MC, RC, DIFT, BC

Yes

Min-inv

RTL Sim

∼1%-8%

(10%) / (110%)

FlexCore [25]

Tag-based

MC, DIFT, BC, SEC

Yes

Min-inv

RTL Sim

5%-44%

(14.6%) / (32.5%)

Tag-based

SL Enhancement, Code Ptr Sep, Info Leak
Kernel, Stack, and VTable Ptr Prot

Yes

Inv

FPGA

0.94%

# N/A

HDFI [76]
Nile [23]

Trace-based

Shadow Stack

No

Min-inv

FPGA

0.78%

(26%) / (15%)

REST [74]

Tag-based

Stack & Heap Prot

No

Inv

Sim

2%-25%

# N/A

Trace-based

Shadow Stack, Fuzzing
Info Leak, Debugging

No

Min-inv

FPGA

0.94%

(5%) / (13.5%)

PHMon (This Work)

“Inv” = Invasive; “Min-inv” = Minimally-invasive; “# N/A” = Numbers not available; Sim = “Simulation”; Emul = “Emulation”; “MC” = Memory Checking; “RC” = Reference Counting
“BC” = Bounds Checking; “FI” = Fault Isolation; “SEC” = Soft Error Checking; “SEP” = Seperation; “SL” = Standard Library; “Ptr” = Pointer; “Prot” = Protection; “Info” = Information; “Leak” = Leakage

(we demonstrate this capability in Section 5).
Overall, to the best of our knowledge, the existing flexible
tag-based monitoring techniques are a subset of an eventaction monitoring model, where the actions are restricted to
tag-propagation and raising an exception (handled by software). In this regard, these tag-based FHMons are reference
monitors that enforce memory protection policies. PHMon
provides a more comprehensive language for actions. Hence,
we can leverage PHMon in a wider range of security applications, not limited as a reference monitor to enforce memory protection policies. An efficient implementation of a tagbased FHMon, such as HDFI, is complementary to PHMon.
In a multi-core system, Log-Based Architectures (LBA)
[10, 11] implement trace-based monitors that capture an execution log from a monitored program on one core and transfer
the collected log to another general-purpose core, where a
dynamic tool (lifeguard) executes and enforces the security
policies. The optimized LBA [12] considerably reduces the
performance overhead of LBA [11] (from 3×-5× to ∼50%)
at the cost of higher power and area overheads. From the
perspective of the event-action monitoring model, LBA’s
expressiveness in terms of monitoring rules and actions is
close to software-based techniques. However, the LBA tracebased monitor suffers from considerable performance, power,
and area overheads. Similar to optimized LBA, FADE [30],

DISE [16], and partial monitoring [46] apply filtering, pattern
matching, and dropping decisions to the execution trace, respectively. Rather than utilizing an additional general-purpose
core, PHMon provides a programmable hardware capable of
performing a smaller range of monitoring techniques, but
does so efficiently and with significantly lower power and
area overheads. Among the trace-based FHMons, Nile [23] is
the closest work to PHMon. Compared to LBA architectures
and PHMon, Nile provides a restricted set of possible actions;
however, Nile’s actions are not limited to tag propagation.
Nile only supports comparison operations (no other arithmetic or logical operations), which restricts its applicability
for different use cases.

2.3

Generic Monitoring Hardware Extensions

Modern processors provide hardware features and extensions
to collect runtime hardware usage information. Hardware Performance Counters (HPCs) are hardware units for counting
the occurrence of microarchitectural events, such as cache
hits and misses, at runtime. A number of previous works use
HPCs for malware detection [24, 40, 57, 73]. However, recent
studies [21, 87] shed light on the pitfalls and challenges of
using HPCs for security. Moreover, HPCs are limited to a
predefined pool of microarchitectural events, while PHMon
and FHMons provide a set of monitoring rules to specify cus-

can configure an MU to monitor these four instructions using
the following matching condition:
BLT, BGE, BLTU, BGEU: inst = 0x00004063; mask bit = 0xffffbf80

(i.e., ALU operations and memory requests) or an interrupt
(handled by software). The CU uses the registers in the Local
Register File (6 registers in total) to perform the hardware
operations. Our AU implementation enforces the atomic execution of actions. To this end, the CU executes all of the
follow-up actions of one match packet before switching to
the actions of the next match packet.
As part of the actions, the AU can access memory by
sending requests to the L1 data cache, a virtually-indexed
physically-tagged cache, through the RoCC interface. Hence,
all memory accesses are to virtual addresses. The L1 data
cache of Rocket processor has an arbiter to handle incoming requests from several agents including the Rocket core
and the RoCC interface. Note that the memory hierarchy of
Rocket core manages the memory consistency.
In Appendix A, we provide a detailed description about
each of the AU’s microarchitectural components.

The matching condition for inst evaluates to true when the
current instruction is a match with one of the BLT, BGE, BLTU,
or BGEU instructions. Note that each of these instructions is
identified based on the opcode and func3 bits (refer to [83]).
For each of the remaining entries of the commit log (i.e.,
pc_src, pc_dst, addr, and data), we set the masking bits
to 0xffffffffffffffff, indicating these fields are don’t
cares. In Section 4.2, we will present our software interface
for programming MUs to monitor the target events. Whenever
the predicate (the logical conjunction of the matches on all
the commit log entries) evaluates to true, a counter in the
corresponding MU increases. Once the counter reaches a
programmed threshold value, the MU triggers an activation
signal and sends a match packet to the AU. The AU queues
the incoming match packets, while it performs actions for
the packets arrived earlier. To reduce the queuing traffic, an
MU filters commit log traces based on the monitoring rules
before queuing them.
An MU may be programmed by a user process to monitor only its own execution or by an admin to monitor processes with lower permissions. In both cases, MU configuration becomes part of a process’ context and is preserved
across context switches by the OS. In Section 6.2, we evaluate the performance overhead caused by preserving PHMon’s
configuration across context switches.
Although each MU monitors a separate event, PHMon is
capable of monitoring a sequence of events using multiple
MUs communicating through a shared memory space set up
by either the OS or the monitored process itself. For example, multiple MUs may all write to or read from the shared
memory.

We use RISC-V’s standard ISA extensions [83], called
custom RISC-V instructions, to configure PHMon’s MUs
and CFUs, as well as to communicate with PHMon. We provide a list of functions that one can use to communicate with
PHMon, where each function is accessible by a user-space
process, a supervisor, or both. Note that when a user process
programs PHMon, then PHMon only monitors that process’
execution. When an admin programs PHMon, it can be configured to monitor a specific user process or monitor all user
processes. To prevent an unauthorized process from reconfiguring PHMon (after an MU and its paired CFU are configured), we provide an optional feature to stop any further
configuration. To this end, we leverage the Rocket’s privilege
level (MStatus.priv) provided to PHMon through the RoCC
interface. According to the privilege level, PHMon permits or
blocks incoming configuration requests.

4.1.3

4.3

Action Unit (AU)

The AU is responsible for performing the follow-up actions.
Our main goal in designing the AU is to provide a minimal
design that supports a variety of actions including arithmetic
and logical operations, memory operations, and interrupts. To
this end, we effectively design our AU as a small microcontroller with restricted I/O consisting of four microarchitectural
components: Config Units (CFUs), an Arithmetic and Logical
Unit (ALU), a Local Register File, and a Control Unit (CU).
In addition to these four components, the Match Queue that
records the match packets (generated by MUs) is placed in
the AU (see Figure 3).
Each MU is paired with a CFU, where the CFU stores the
sequence of actions to be executed once the MU detects a
match. These programmable actions are in fact the instructions of a small program that executes in the AU. The CU
performs the sequence of actions via hardware operations

4.2

PHMon: Software Interface

PHMon: OS Support

In this section, we discuss the necessary modifications to
the Linux OS kernel to support PHMon. We categorize our
modifications into two classes: per process modifications and
interrupt handling modifications.
4.3.1

Per Process OS Support

We extend Linux to support PHMon and provide a complete
computing stack including the hardware, the OS, and software applications. We provide the OS support for PHMon
at the process level. To this end, we alter the task_struct
in the Linux Kernel to maintain PHMon’s state for each process. We store the MUs’ counters, MUs’ thresholds, the value
of local registers, and CFUs’ configurations as part of the
task_struct (using the custom instructions for reading PHMon register values).
We modify the Linux kernel to initialize the PHMon information before the process starts its execution. Once PHMon is

configured to monitor a process, we enable a flag (part of the
task_struct) for that process. Our modified OS allocates
a shared memory space for communication between MUs.
After allocation, the OS maintains the base address and the
size of the shared memory as part of the PHMon information
for the process in the task_struct. Additionally, the OS
sends the base and size values to PHMon. PHMon can simply protect the shared memory from unauthorized accesses,
where only the AU and the OS are authorized to access the
shared memory. To provide this protection, one of the MUs
can monitor any user-space load or store accesses to this
range of memory and trigger an interrupt in case of memory
access violation.
During a context switch, the OS reads the MU information
(counter and threshold values) as well as the Local Register
File information from PHMon and stores them as the PHMon
information of the previous process in the task_struct.
Before the OS context switches to a monitored process, it
reads the MU information of the next process and writes
it to PHMon registers using the functions provided in the
PHMon API. Note that to retain the atomicity of the programmed actions, our modifications to the OS delay a context
switch until the execution of the current set of actions and
the corresponding actions of all the match packets stored
in the Match Queue are completed. It is worth mentioning
that our current implementation of PHMon is not designed
for real-time systems. Hence, we currently do not provide any
guarantees for meeting stringent real-time deadlines.
4.3.2 Interrupt Handling OS Support
The OS is responsible for handling an incoming interrupt
triggered by the CU. We configure our RISC-V processor
to delegate the interrupt to the OS. Additionally, we modify
the Linux kernel to handle the incoming interrupts from the
RoCC interface. In our security-oriented use case, the OS
terminates the process that caused the interrupt based on the
assumption that an anomaly or violation has triggered the
interrupt. Note that the OS can handle the interrupt in various
ways according to the user’s requirements (e.g., trapping into
GDB for the debugging use case in Section 5.4).

5

Use Cases

PHMon distinguishes itself from related work by its flexibility,
versatile application domains, and its ease of adoption. To
demonstrate the versatility of PHMon, we present four use
cases: a shadow stack, a hardware-accelerated fuzzing engine,
an information leakage prevention mechanism, and hardwareaccelerated debugging.

5.1

Shadow Stack

Our first use case is a shadow stack, a security mechanism
that detects and prevents stack-based buffer overflows as well
as Return-Oriented-Programming (ROP) attacks. As data on
the stack is interleaved with control information such as function return addresses, an overflow of a buffer can violate

the integrity of such control information and in consequence
compromise system security. A shadow stack is a secondary
stack that keeps track of function return addresses to protect
them from being tampered with by an attacker. A stack buffer
overflow attack occurs when a program writes data into a
stack-allocated buffer, such that the data is larger than the
buffer itself. ROP is a contemporary code-reuse attack that
combines a sequence of so-called gadgets into a ROP-chain.
Gadgets typically consist of a small number of instructions
ending in a ret instruction. However, executing a ROP-chain
violates function call semantics (i.e., there are no corresponding calls to the rets in the chain). A shadow stack can
therefore detect ROP attacks.
Rather than providing a dedicated hardware solution (e.g.,
Intel’s proposed shadow stack [67]), we leverage PHMon’s
flexibility to implement a hardware shadow stack. A shadow
stack can easily be realized in PHMon with two MUs. We
program one MU (MU0) to monitor call instructions and
another MU (MU1) to monitor ret instructions. Also, we
configure each of the MUs to trigger an action for every monitored instance of call and ret (threshold = 1).
The OS allocates a shared memory space, i.e., space for
the shadow stack, for each process that is being monitored.
Both MUs have access to this shared memory space. We can
simply protect this shared memory space against unauthorized accesses by monitoring load and store accesses to this
range of addresses leveraging a third MU (as described in Section 4.3). Any user-space access to this memory space results
in an interrupt and termination of the violating process. Once
the OS allocates this memory space (during the initialization
of a new process), it stores the base address and the size of the
allocated memory in the first two general-purpose registers of
the Local Register File in PHMon (refer to Appendix A for
more information about the Local Register File). We configure the CFUs to use the base address register as the shadow
stack pointer. The AU accesses the shadow stack by sending
memory requests to the L1 cache using the RoCC interface.
The summary of our event-action scenario for implementing a shadow stack is as follows: the first MU (MU0) monitors calls and pushes the corresponding pc_src value to
the shadow stack. The second MU (MU1) monitors rets
and compares the pc_dst value with the value stored on
the top of the shadow stack. If there is a mismatch between
calls and rets (e.g., an illegal ret address or a ROP attack),
PHMon triggers an interrupt and the OS handles the interrupt. In our current implementation, the OS simply terminates
the process that caused the interrupt. Note that analogous
to [8], we can address call-ret matching violations caused
by setjmp/longjmp by augmenting the jmp_buf struct with
one more field to store the shadow stack pointer.

5.2

Hardware-Accelerated Fuzzing

Fuzzing is the process of providing a program under test
with random inputs with the goal of eliciting a crash due to

accesses, write accesses, or both by specifying the inst entry
of the commit log. It is worth mentioning that most modern
architectures only provide a few watchpoint registers (e.g.,
four in Intel x86). We have used and validated the watchpoint capability of PHMon as part of the information leak
prevention use case, described in Section 5.3.
In addition to watchpoints, PHMon accelerates the debugging process. As an example, PHMon can provide an efficient
conditional breakpoint and trap into GDB. Consider a debugging scenario for a conditional breakpoint in a loop as “break
foo.c:1234 if i==100”, where i is the loop counter. Here,
we want to have a breakpoint and trap into GDB when the
loop reaches its 100th iteration. To this end, PHMon monitors
an event where pc_src has the corresponding PC value of
line 1234. Then, PHMon triggers an interrupt when the MU’s
counter reaches the threshold of 100. Subsequently, the
interrupt handler traps into GDB. In Section 6.2, we measure
the performance improvement of PHMon over GDB for such
a conditional breakpoint.
For the debugging use cases, such as watchpoints and conditional breakpoints, the only required action in case of detecting an event is triggering an interrupt. As a result, PHMon
is synchronized with the program’s execution.

6

Evaluation

In this section, we discuss our approach to validate the functionality of PHMon as well as our evaluation of PHMon using
performance, power, and area metrics.

6.1

Experimental Setup

We implemented PHMon as a RoCC (using Chisel HDL [7])
and interfaced it with the RISC-V Rocket processor [5] that
we prototyped on a Xilinx Zynq Zedboard evaluation platform [63]. We performed all experiments with a modified
RISC-V Linux (v4.15) kernel. We compared the PHMon design with a baseline implementation of the Rocket processor.
For both the baseline and PHMon experiments, we used the
same Rocket processor configurations featuring a 16K L1
instruction cache and a 16K L1 data cache. Table 2 lists the
microarchitectural parameters of Rocket core and PHMon.
Note that similar to HDFI [76], we do not include an L2 data
cache in our experiments running on Rocket core. Currently,
TileLink2 (the protocol that Rocket Chip uses to implement
the cache coherent interconnect) does not support L2 cache
while the L2 cache in older versions of TileLink is not mature
enough [76]. Due to the limitations of our evaluation board, in
our experiments, the Rocket Core operated with a maximum
frequency of 25 MHz (both in the baseline and PHMon experiments). Note that for our ASIC evaluation, we synthesized
the Rocket core with a target frequency of 1 GHz.
For our shadow stack use case, we calculated the run time
overhead of 14 applications from MiBench [36], 9 applications (out of 12) from SPECint2000 [37], and 8 applications (out of 12) from SPECint2006 [38] benchmark suites.
To measure the performance improvement of our hardware-

Table 2: Parameters of Rocket core and PHMon.
Rocket Core
Pipeline
L1 instruction cache
L1 data cache
Register file

6-stage, in-order
16 KB, 4-way set-associative
16 KB, 4-way set-associative
31 entries, 64-bit

PHMon
MUs
Local Register File
Match Queue
Action Config Table

2
6 entries, 64-bit
2,048 entries, 129-bit
16 entries

accelerated AFL, we evaluated 6 vulnerable applications [85]
including indent 2.2.1, zstd, PCRE 8.38, sleuthkit 4.1.3,
nasm 2.11.07, and unace 1.2b.
To assess power and area, we used Cadence ASIC toolflow
for 45nm NanGate process [69] to synthesize PHMon and the
Rocket processor to operate at 1 GHz. We then measured the
post-extraction power consumption and the area of our system
as well as our baseline system, i.e., the unmodified Rocket
processor. We considered all memory blocks (both in PHMon
and Rocket) as SRAM blocks and used CACTI 6.5 [80] to
estimate their power and area.

6.2

Functionality Validation and Performance
Results

In this subsection, we validate the functionality of our use
cases and evaluate their performance overhead. Additionally,
we evaluate the performance overhead PHMon imposes during context switches.
Shadow Stack. We validated the functionality of our shadow
stack using benign benchmarks and programs vulnerable to
buffer overflow attacks. All benchmark programs ran successfully with the shadow stack enabled resulting in no false
detections from PHMon. We developed simple programs vulnerable to the buffer overflow using strcpy and exploited
this vulnerability.3 As designed, PHMon detected the mismatches between calls and rets, triggered an interrupt, and
the Linux Kernel terminated the process.
We measured the runtime overhead of our shadow
stack on different benchmark applications from MiBench,
SPECint2000, and SPECint2006 benchmark suites. We ran
each benchmark five times and calculated the average runtime
overhead. All standard deviations were below 1.5%. Unfortunately, we were not able to successfully cross-compile and run
three of the SPECint2000 benchmarks, i.e., eon, perlbmk, and
vortex, for RISC-V. For the rest of the SPECint2000 benchmarks, we used -O2 for compilation and reference input
for evaluation (we clarify the exceptions in the results). For
SPECint2006 benchmark applications, we used -O2 for compilation. Considering the limitations of our evaluation board,
3 We

disabled Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) to simplify
our buffer overflow attack.

in Rocket is non-blocking, PHMon blocks the rest of the
actions while waiting to receive a memory response. This can
increase the run time for performing actions. The evaluation
results presented in the paper include the effect of blocking
actions. Potentially, we can modify PHMon such that it can
perform non-blocking actions. Although such a design will
improve the performance, it will increase the complexity and
power/area overheads of PHMon.
In this paper, we interface our PHMon with an in-order
RISC-V processor. We implement the AU of PHMon as a microcontroller with restricted I/O, which implements a limited
hand-crafted 16-bit ISA and provides a safe and restricted
domain to take actions. Our developed ISA does not include
branches/jumps, i.e., our AU is not Turing complete. This
limited processing implementation is useful for preventing security threats. However, if a user requires actions that cannot
be implemented by our restricted ISA, the option of triggering an interrupt provides the user with flexibility of executing
actions in form of arbitrary programs. Then, PHMon can
enforce the programmed security policies on these arbitrary
action programs.
In the current implementation, we monitor the committed
instruction stream. However, PHMon can apply the same
monitoring model using other data streams, e.g., execution
information from different stages of the pipeline or cache access information. Applying PHMon to other data streams will
require minimal modifications to the processor for collecting
the data streams and transmitting them to PHMon.
The number of MUs is another design decision when designing PHMon. The number of MUs directly affects power
and area overheads. A user can monitor more events than
the available number of MUs by time-multiplexing the MUs
(similar to HPCs). Note that several MUs may trigger actions
simultaneously; in this case, several match packets enter
the Match Queue, where the MU with the lowest MU_id gets
the highest priority to enter the queue. The user has an option
to set a priority order for MUs. Currently, PHMon does not
include a dedicated local memory shared between MUs. For
future work, we will include a scratchpad memory or a Content Addressable Memory (CAM) in PHMon to reduce the
number of outgoing accesses to the L1 data cache and in turn
further reduce the performance overhead.

7.2

Security Aspect

Regarding the security capabilities, in principle, we can extend PHMon to protect (parts of) the OS kernel as well. However, to achieve this protection from an attacker who has compromised the kernel, PHMon must be able to guarantee that
an attacker cannot reprogram or disable engaged protections.
As PHMon is configured from the kernel, providing such a
guarantee is challenging against an adversary who holds the
same privilege as the defense mechanism. The same is true
for most architecturally supported security features, such as
page permissions or Intel’s proposed CET. While PHMon

can easily be configured to ensure the integrity of configuration information and control instructions, integrity is merely
a necessary condition to protect against a kernel-level adversary, it is not sufficient. For example, with integrity intact,
attackers can launch mimicry or confused deputy attacks to
reprogram PHMon. “Sealing” configurations (as mentioned in
Section 4.2) and protecting integrity will raise the bar against
kernel-level adversaries, but a complete solution that protects
an OS kernel with a kernel-controlled defense mechanism
requires further study.

7.3

Application Aspect

The user can leverage multiple MUs to apply several monitoring policies simultaneously. For example, one can use 6
MUs to simultaneously apply all four use cases of PHMon
presented in this paper. PHMon enables per process monitoring capabilities; hence, we can reuse an MU to apply different
policies based on the requirements of the running process. For
example, an MU that is used for debugging of a specific process can be reconfigured to prevent Heartbleed in any other
process that is using openssl.
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Conclusion

We presented the design, implementation, and evaluation of
PHMon, a minimally-invasive programmable hardware monitor. PHMon is capable of enforcing a variety of security
policies at runtime and also assisting with detecting software
bugs and security vulnerabilities. Our PHMon prototype includes a full FPGA implementation that interfaces the monitor
with a RISC-V processor, along with the necessary OS and
software support. We demonstrated the versatility and ease of
adoption of PHMon through four use cases; a shadow stack,
a hardware-accelerated fuzzing engine, information leak prevention, and a hardware-accelerated debugger. On average,
our shadow stack incurs 0.9% performance overhead while
our hardware-assisted AFL improves the performance by up
to 16×. An ASIC implementation of PHMon with 2 MUs has
less than 5% and 13.5% power and area overheads, respectively.
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A Appendix
In this appendix, we present the microarchitectural details of PHMon’s Action Unit (AU) design. As discussed in Section 4.1, PHMon
receives the commit log from the RoCC interface and then PHMon
applies the configured monitoring rules to the commit log to detect
events and perform follow-up actions. Once an MU finds a match,
the MU sends an activation signal alongside a match packet to
the AU. The match packet consists of an address (MU_addr), data
(MU_data), and an MU identification number (MU_id). The MU_addr
contains the address of the instruction in the commit log (i.e., pc_src
element), while MU_data is programmable and can contain the contents of any one of the commit log entries. The MU_id specifies
the index of the MU that triggered the activation signal. The AU
enqueues an incoming match packet from the MU into the Match
Queue while it performs actions for the packets arrived earlier. To
perform actions, as shown in Figure 3, the AU consists of four distinct microarchitectural components: Config Units (CFUs), Local
Register File, Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU), and Control Unit
(CU). In the next subsections, we explain each of AU’s microarchitectural components in detail.

A.1 Config Units (CFUs)
In the PHMon design, each MU is paired with a CFU. Each CFU
consists of three main components: an Action Config Table, a
conf_ctr, and a conf_ptr. The Action Config Table contains
the list of actions (programmed by the user) that PHMon should
perform after the MU finds a match and triggers the activation signal.
The conf_ctr and conf_ptr preserve the index of the total number
of actions and the current action, respectively. Each entry in the Action Config Table, called action description, consists of Type,
In1, In2, Fn, Out, and Data elements (see Figure 3).
Type specifies one of the following four types: ALU operation,
memory operation, interrupt, and skip actions. In case of an ALU
operation, In1 and In2 act as programmable input arguments of the
ALU whereas for memory operations, In1 and In2 are interpreted
as data and address of the memory request. In both cases, In1 and
In2 can be programmed to hold the local register values (maintained
in Local Register File) or an immediate value. The Out element
specifies where the output of the ALU/memory operation is stored.
The Fn element determines the functionality of an ALU operation or
the type of the memory request. The Data element only applies to
an ALU operation as immediate data. Note that in case of a memory
operation, PHMon sends a memory request through the L1 data
cache using the RoCC interface. The interrupt action triggers an
interrupt, which will be handled by the OS. The skip actions provide
the option of early action termination. In this case, when the result
of an ALU operation is equal to zero, the AU will skip the remaining
actions of the current event.

A.2 Local Register File
The Local Register File consists of three dedicated registers for
memory requests and their responses: Mem_addr, Mem_data, and
Mem_resp, and three general-purpose registers: Local_1, Local_2,
and Local_3. Memory operations occur using Mem_addr and
Mem_data registers as the addr and data of the request while the result gets stored in the Mem_resp register. The user can use Local_1,
Local_2, and Local_3 registers for ALU operations.

A.3 Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU)
We include a small ALU in PHMon to support a variety of actions.
The ALU operations are restricted inside PHMon; however, these
operations can be combined with other PHMon’s actions (i.e., memory operations and interrupts) to provide the user with the capability
to influence the process’ execution. The input and output arguments
of our ALU (including In1, In2, Fn, and Out) are programmable.
The Fn argument determines the ALU function out of the following
10 different operations: Addition, Subtraction, Logical Shift
Left, Logical Shift Right, Set Less Than, Set Equal, AND,
OR, XOR, and NOP.

A.4 Control Unit (CU)
The CU handles all the tasks related to performing actions. Our CU
consists of a small FSM with three states: ready, wait, and busy.
Depending on the current state of the CU, it performs one or more of
the following tasks: dequeue a match packet from the Match Queue,
update the Local Register File, receive the next action description,
and perform an action. Once all of the listed actions are performed,
the CFU notifies the CU. In this case, the CU enters the ready state,
repeating all of the described tasks for the next element stored in the
Match Queue.

